Write a conversation exercise-comparing childhood and now

What did you use to ........? 

Did you use to....?  

Do you still...........? remember 

How lucky!

How awful!

How disgusting!

How scary!

How embarrassing!

How fun!

How strange!

Are you serious?

Guess what!

Guess what!

Where did you use to ........?

Write a conversation with at least 6 of the phrases above.
Example: Leah, Tell me about your childhood?
Write a conversation exercise-comparing childhood and now

Write a conversation with at least 6 of the phrases above.

Example: Leah, Tell me about your childhood?

Spy: Something really awful happened to me on Monday. Guess what!

Fah: ... What?

Spy: I've got back pain while we were studying Tai Chi.

Fah: Are you serious?

Spy: I'm serious. I can't believe it. The doctor said it a herniated disk.

Fah: How scary! How was it treated?

Spy: I used to treat by injection but now it's not intense like

the first time so, he give me a medicine.

Fah: How lucky! Do you still pain now?

Spy: A little bit but I remember at the first time it too much and I can't walk.